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Fashion Fictions workshop slides

Stage 2
Extended workshop
Option A: 6 hours
Option B: 12 hours
Create visual or material prototypes to represent life in fictional 
fashion Worlds, working collaboratively in small groups; share 
outcomes and reflect on the experience



Fashion Fictions introduction video: https://youtu.be/PfqEnls7Y7Q

https://youtu.be/PfqEnls7Y7Q


2
3

creating brief written outlines of 
fictional fashion cultures and systems

building on the outlines, generating 
visual and material prototypes

enacting and experiencing 
the prototyped Worlds

1



Part 1
Building the World
Planning your prototype

Part 2
Creating the prototype
Writing an ‘exhibition label’

Part 3
Sharing your prototype
Submitting your prototype for the website
Returning to the real world



some guidelines 
for participation

value all perspectives
avoid jargon and ask if you don’t 
fully understand something
give yourself permission to get 
things ‘wrong’!



World 36
in which professional menders, like tattoo artists, 
help to tell stories

World 171
in which clothes become part of the extended 
household

World 146
in which insecticides are banned and clothes-eating 
bugs are valued

World 120
in which clothing libraries foster an appreciation of 
‘wearing stories’

World 107
in which garments are exchanged like money



world-building 
tips

work with the text but bring in your 
own ideas to create your own 
interpretation
everything is up for debate: society, 
culture, economy
remember you’re imagining a 
parallel world (not the future)
make it enticing
make it physically possible but 
stretch the imagination



Initial ideas:
If you went to this World, what would feel 
the most surprising or strange?
How are clothes owned and used in this 
World? What is the everyday experience 
of fashion there?



Matrix:
Consider and map what is abundant or scarce, 
celebrated or stigmatised in your World.



Inclusion:
Bearing in mind that in Fashion Fictions we 
try to imagine positive and enticing 
Worlds, consider:
• Who is disadvantaged in this World?
• How can these disadvantages be 

overcome?



Pause and reflect
Which elements of the real-world fashion 
system does your interpretation of the 
fiction challenge, and how much?
Do you want to reshape any additional 
aspects of fashion, society or economy?



Brief:
Create a visual or material prototype (or 
prototypes) to represent everyday life in 
your chosen World.
Imagine that you’ve travelled to your 
World and brought something back to 
show other people what life is like there.
Your prototype should therefore be 
something that belongs in the World. 



World 1, Exploration A

World 54, Exploration A

World 91, Exploration A



World 28, Exploration A

World 19, Exploration A

World 2, Exploration A

World 124, Exploration A



World 31, Exploration B

World 50, Exploration C

World 72, Exploration A

World 45, Exploration C



You might …
work physically, digitally or a mix of the 
two and create a single prototype or
multiple items

Remember …
depending on the time available, the 
prototypes might be rough expressions 
rather than refined visions!

To submit your work for the 
Fashion Fictions website
you need to document your prototype in 
1-5 digital images



working
together

members of each group will bring 
different skills and experience
continue to value all perspectives 
if you submit for the website, 
prototypes will be credited to the 
group collectively using a Creative 
Commons licence



Planning the prototype:
What fashion-related objects, media and 
spaces would someone living in your 
World come into contact with? 
Which one of these everyday, even 
mundane, things would communicate the 
distinctiveness of your particular World 
most effectively?
How will you create your prototype?
What materials do you need?



Brief:
Create a visual or material prototype (or 
prototypes) to represent everyday life in 
your chosen World.
Imagine that you’ve travelled to your 
World and brought something back to 
show other people what life is like there.
Your prototype should therefore be 
something that belongs in the World. 



Pause and reflect
Are you carrying any assumptions with you 
from the real world?
Would these apply in your parallel world?
Would you like to challenge them?



Exhibition label:
Write a short ‘exhibition label’ of roughly 
150 words to accompany your 
prototype(s).
When writing the label, imagine that your 
prototype is to be included in an exhibition 
of objects/images representing a whole 
range of parallel Worlds.
Your label is there to explain what the 
object/image is and to tell the viewer 
something about the World that it has 
come from.



Submit your 
prototype for 
the website
bit.ly/FFprototype



Pause and reflect
Looking back at your prototype, are there 
any elements of the real-world fashion 
system that you didn’t think to question in 
your interpretation of the fictional World?
If so, why do you think this is?



questions about 
the real world

(feathers) precedents: real-
world examples

(shells)

ideas for action 
in the real world

(leaves)



questions about 
the real world

(feathers)

ideas for action 
in the real world

(leaves)

looking with fresh eyes, a 
question about how or why 

things are how they are

precedents: real-
world examples

(shells)

a contemporary or 
historical example of a 

better way of living with 
our clothes

something you want to see 
happen; be guided by 
desire, not practicality



These slides are intended for use with the accompanying workshop 
plans, which are available to download on the Contribute: Stage 2
webpage.

Have you used these slides to run a workshop?
Great! Please email to let me (Amy) know! I’d be really interested 
to hear how it went.

Want to share these slides, or an adaptation of them?
These slides, the accompanying workshop plan and the online 
Contribute: Stage 2 guide are published under a Creative Commons 
Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International licence which allows you 
to share and adapt them in any medium and for any purpose, 
providing that you credit the author (Amy Twigger Holroyd) and 
apply the same Creative Commons licence to whatever you create. 
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